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We studied a data set of structurally similar
interfaces that bind to proteins with different
binding-site structures and different functions.
Our multipartner protein interface clusters en-
able us to address questions like: What makes
a given site bind different proteins?Howsimilar/
different are the interactions? And, what drives
the apparently less-specific association? We
find thatproteinswith commonbinding-sitemo-
tifs preferentially use conserved interactions at
similar interface locations, despite the different
partners. Helices are major vehicles for binding
different partners, allowing alternate ways to
achieve favorable association. Thebinding sites
are characterized by imperfect packing, planar
architectures, bridging water molecules, and,
on average, smaller size. Interestingly, analysis
of the connectivity of these proteins illustrates
that they have more interactions with other pro-
teins. These findings are important in predicting
‘‘date hubs,’’ if we assume that ‘‘date hubs’’ are
shared proteins with binding sites capable of
transient binding to multipartners, linking
higher-order networks.
INTRODUCTION
Protein-protein interactions are crucial for the structural
and functional organization of the cell. Recently devel-
oped protein-protein interaction maps reveal that some
proteins are highly connected to others (acting as hub pro-
teins), whereas some others have a few interactions (at the
edges of the map). For example, the map of the yeast ge-
nome indicates that some proteins have as many as tens
of connections (Xenarios et al., 2002; Bader and Hogue,
2000). While this is likely to be an overestimate, probably
the outcome of overexpression, nevertheless it does sug-Structure 15, 34gest multiple interactions, beyond the possibility of the
protein surface providing asmany separate, isolated sites.
Thus, whereas some binding sites are distinct, it may be
expected that others may bind several different molecules
at the same or overlapping locations. This suggests that
there are binding sites that are repeatedly reused, albeit
with different affinities and probably entailing differences
in their specific interactions.
For a protein to be a hub, it must be involved in more
than a single complex (Krause et al., 2004; Krogan et al.,
2004; Gavin et al., 2002). Therefore, a hub protein is a
shared protein that can act as a linker joining the com-
plexes into a higher order network, thus linking cellular
processes; alternatively, the identification of shared pro-
teins could be an artifact of substoichiometric contami-
nants in biochemical purification (Krause et al., 2004).
Since many processes in the cell are highly connected,
the finding of bridging components is not surprising. For
example, RNA polymerase II performs diverse tasks in his-
tone acetylation, mRNA production, splicing, and nuclear
transport (Maniatis and Reed, 2002). Actin can also act as
interactor in histone acetylase complexes and as a fre-
quent contaminant of the cytoskeletal component (Olave
et al., 2002). Dandekar and coworkers (Krause et al.,
2004) studied six different sets of protein complexes and
investigated the properties of shared protein components
in these sets. Through their systematic analysis, they con-
cluded that many of the shared proteins are neither the
result of contamination, nor central components, but ap-
pear to be primarily regulatory links in cellular processes
acting as peripheral components of protein complexes.
Previously, we observed that different proteins can bind
in similar ways to yield similar interface architectures (Kes-
kin and Nussinov, 2005). This observation has suggested
that their interface motifs are favorable structural scaf-
folds, lending stability to the protein-protein interactions
(Cunningham and Wells, 1991; Wells and de Vos, 1996;
DeLano et al., 2000) and allowing functional flexibility.
This may reflect convergent evolution, leading to a stable
fold, or divergent evolution, evolving from a common
ancestor. A well-known example is the convergent evolu-
tion of the catalytic triad motif, Ser, His, and Asp, in1–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 341
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sequence or structure similarity (Torrance et al., 2005).
Despite their different structures, they are both inhibited
by the same inhibitors, making use of the same interface.
Antibody-antigen complexes form another class of in-
teractions. Antibodies have a limited repertoire of struc-
tures that may respond to any incoming antigen without
having been previously exposed to it. However, anti-
bodies are believed to recognize a practically infinite array
of antigens. Thus, a single antibody from this limited rep-
ertoire is believed to bind to multiple antigens (Mariuzza,
2006). Sethi et al. (2006) analyzed a germline monoclonal
antibody, 36-65, which was initially identified in the con-
text of an immune response against the hapten p-azophe-
nylarsonate (Ars). They compared the complexes formed
by different peptides and found that conformational flexi-
bility is one of the key features explaining how an antibody
binds to different antigens at different regions of the same
binding site. In a recent review, Schueler-Furman et al.,
(2005) summarized the challenges in modeling structures
and protein interactions by sequence and structure. They
discussed the recent progress, and pointed to the fact that
prediction and design would make important contribu-
tions in biology and medicine in the near future. Sali and
coworkers (Korkin et al., 2005) discussed the localization
of protein binding sites within families of proteins. They
found that 72% of the 1847 SCOP domains have binding
sites at similar positions (i.e., members of that domain
family have their binding regions at or around the same
positions), and they call the process ‘‘localization.’’ Their
finding can assist in describing the functional diversity of
protein-protein interactions, as well as introducing spatial
constraints inmodeling protein assemblies. Similarly, Aloy
et al. (2003) performed a detailed analysis of the relation-
ship between sequence similarity and binding orientation,
and showed that the geometry of the interactions tends to
be conserved between highly similar pairs. On the other
hand, Henschel et al. (2006) investigated binding at equiv-
alent sites between nonhomologous proteins when inter-
acting with a common partner. They studied all pairs of
interactions with known structures and derived a domain-
domain interaction database. They found that, of all non-
homologous domains that bindwith a common interaction
partner, 4.2% use the same interface of the same com-
mon interaction partner (excluding immunoglobulins and
proteases). Aytuna et al. (2005) employed a bottom-up ap-
proach, combining structure and sequence conservation
in protein interfaces to predict protein-protein interac-
tions. Running the algorithm on a template data set of 67
known interfaces and a sequentially nonredundant data
set of 6170 protein structures, they found a number of
potential interactions, which they further verified with ex-
perimental data (Ogmen et al., 2005).
The differences between transient and obligate protein
complexes are important for the construction of protein
networks (Mintseris and Weng, 2005). Similar to hub pro-
teins, proteins with transient interactions are also included
in many diverse protein assemblies. Different characteris-
tics of intermolecular interfaces can have a strong effect in342 Structure 15, 341–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rmodulating binding affinity and specificity of molecular
recognition: the difference in specificity between the pro-
teins will result in differences in their stability, dynamics,
and function. Proteins sharing high structural similarity
also have similar dynamic properties (Keskin et al., 2000).
In a recent work, comparison of flexibilities of homolog
proteins across species suggested that, as the species
gets more complex, its proteins become more flexible
(Demirel and Keskin, 2005). Ekman et al. (2006) observed
that multiple and repeat domains are enriched in hub pro-
teins. At the same time, there is evidence that proteins, the
function of which requires a number of specific interac-
tions, evolve slowly (Mintseris and Weng, 2005; Fraser
et al., 2002; Jordan et al., 2003; Bloom and Adami,
2003; Caffrey et al., 2004; Res and Lichtarge, 2005). This
suggests that binding regions with high specificity evolve
more slowly than those with lower specificity.
This paper mainly focuses on the question of what
makes a given binding site bind to seemingly different
binding sites. Toward this goal, we have used the data
set of structurally, and sequentially nonredundant, pro-
tein-protein interfaces (Keskin et al., 2004). The data set
was created by extracting all existing interfaces between
two protein chains obtained from protein complexes.
These interfaces were grouped according to their struc-
tural similarity. Within the data set, there were clusters,
the members of which have only one side of their chains
aligned (Figure 1). In these cases, cluster members have
similar binding sites on one side of the interface, but the
partner proteins are different, with dissimilar functions.
These interfaces are examples of evolution having repeat-
edly utilized favorable motifs, adapting them to a broad
range of regulatory, enzymatic, and packaging/structural
roles. This set of multipartner protein interface clusters
raise questions, such as, what makes a given binding
site bind to many proteins and how similar/different are
the interactions? In addition, since the same binding site
is observed to bind to several different motifs, the ques-
tions that arise are, how different are the complementary
binding sites, and what drives the association of two sites
to bind each other apparently less specifically.
Understanding how a given site binds to different bind-
ing sites may shed light on identifying the mechanism of
protein interactions. If we assume that there is analogy
between hub proteins and multipartner proteins, cases
discussed in this study may assist in understanding hub
proteins versus proteins at the network edges. Inspection
of the connectivity of our proteins reveals that they have
higher numbers of interactions with other proteins (13)
compared with the average connectivity number in yeast
interactome (5) (Grigoriev, 2003). Detailed analysis of
multipartner interfaces indicates that proteins that use
common interface motifs to bind to other proteins have
smaller interfaces than complexes with specific partners.
The average accessible surface area (ASA) of multiprotein
interfaces is 1235 A˚2, compared to the 1967 A˚2 ASA of the
other types. Most likely, with a large interface it would be
more difficult to bind to other, different, complementary
sites. We also observe that these multipartner interfacesights reserved
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Similar Binding Sites and Different Partnersare not as well packed and organized as other proteins.
The geometrical matching is not as optimized, and there
are water molecules, allowing more variability in the inter-
actions. We also find that multipartner interfaces preferen-
tially consist of a helices. Helices appear as the major ve-
hicle through which similar binding sites are able to bind
different partners. Helices at multipartner binding sites
allow alternate variable ways to achieve favorable binding,
depending on the side chain identities. They allow more
dynamics in the optimization of the helical associations
as compared to extension of b sheets. It will be of interest
to examine whether centrally located proteins with multi-
Figure 1. Some Examples of Type 1, 2, and 3 Interfaces; in
Each Case, Two Members of the Same Interface Clusters
Are Displayed
(A) Type 1: two-chain interfaces with unique function. Members of
these clusters have both sides of their interfaces aligned. In type-1
clusters, the global folds of the parent chains are similar, as are the
functions of the members of the cluster.
(B) Type 2: two-chain interfaces with multiple functions. Members of
these clusters also have both sides of the interface. However, in type
2, cluster members often do not share similar functions and do not
have globally similar structures.
(C) Type 3: single-chain interfaces with multi-functions. Members of
these clusters only have one side of their interfaces aligned. Thus,
members of a type 3 cluster have similar binding sites on one side of
their interfaces, but the partner proteins are different. Here, all member
interfaces have dissimilar functions. The type 3 clusters are provided in
Table S5.Structure 15, 34ple proteins binding at the same sites are enriched in a-he-
lical folds as compared to the edge proteins.
RESULTS
Connectivity of Proteins in Multipartner Protein
Interface Clusters
Usually, if two protein complexes have similar interface
structures (i.e., they are in the same cluster), then their
overall protein folds are also similar. Such similar interface
and similar fold clusters contain a single family performing
a single function. However, some clusters (listed in Table
S5 in the Supplemental Data available with this article
online) belong to a different, particularly interesting, cate-
gory: in these cases, only one side of the interfaces are
structurally similar, and the complementary parts of the
interfaces are different. In these cases, the global protein
folds are also different. These one-side similar-interface,
dissimilar-protein folds are found to belong to different
functional families (see the GO annotations, also provided
in Table S5). They are members of the same clusters, as
one side of their interfaces are structurally similar.
The proteins of interest here were analyzed through
known protein-protein interaction databases to determine
whether they are hub or edge proteins. Studies of protein
interaction maps or databases reveal that not all proteins
have the same degree of connectivity. Grigoriev (2003)
found that, on average, there are about five interacting
partners per protein in the proteome of the yeast Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae. This number is themean connectivity,
but the connectivity distribution follows a power law.
Some proteins are edge proteins with fewer interactions,
whereas some others are hub proteins that can bind to
a large number of proteins.
We have examined all cases in listed in Table S5 that
have 15 or more residues along their common interface
folds (cluster numbers 666, 291, 285, 1491, 44, 211, 2612,
499, 773, 1675, 20, 2074, 280, 1591, 1317, 830, 652, 1406,
1385, and 253; the second column in the table). Some
cases, in which the interfaces consist solely of helices
(cluster numbers 666, 291, 285, 1491, 211, 2612, 773,
280 and 1591) were subsequently excluded. Table 1 pro-
vides the members in these selected clusters (second
column) and their common chains (third column). We
have used the connectivity data for our proteins from the
MINT database (Zanzoni et al., 2002). The fourth column
in Table 1 gives the connectivity of the individual proteins.
For some cases, where we could not find any data, they
are presented as ‘‘NA.’’ For some other cases, a homolog
of the protein could be found in the database, so we in-
cluded these numbers. The average connectivity of the
available proteins is 17.5. If we exclude the highest num-
ber (107 for the breast cancer type 1 susceptibility protein,
PDB accession no. 1jm7; and 221 for the p53 oligomeriza-
tion domain, PDB accession no. 1a1u), the average con-
nectivity becomes 12.5—still much higher than the aver-
age connectivity found by Grigoriev (2003). The MINT
database contains 99,515 pairwise interactions among
27,080 proteins. On average, protein connectivity is 5.01–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 343
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Cluster ID Members Common Chain Connectivity
291 1aq5AB A NA
1gmjAB A 7
1hvvAB A 7
1b08AB A 22
1dowAB A 10
1e2aAB A NA
499 1eumAC A 11
1c6vAX A 1
1jm7AB A 107
1bvsAF A 1
1byzAB A NA
1cunAB A 15
1cz7AB A 10
1dpsAE A 1
1ec5BC B NA
1iesAB A 11
44 1a93AB A 9
1cnt14 1 5
1afa12 1 4
1a1uAC A 221
1ajyAB A 10
1dhlAB A NA
1f4kAB A NA
1lghAD A NA
20 1ao3AB B 3
1bhhAB B 36
1c6oAB B NA
1a07AC A 41
1a1bAC A 40
1br1AH H 12
2074 1ik9AC A 34
1jfiBC B 17
1iteAC A NA
1i5kAD A 1
1ia0AK A 15
1jy2OS O NA
1kyqAC A 1
1317 1f93EF F 8
1htmAB B 1
1hzdCE E 5
1hv4BD D 1
1mmh12 2 NA344 Structure 15, 341–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All(provided by the MINT group, personal communication).
The number of proteins that have more than 5 interactions
is 6180, which accounts for 22.8%of all proteins. We have
repeated the same type of connectivity analyses for our
37 different type 1 representative interfaces from different
clusters: the average number of interactions was found to
be 4.3 (Table S3). As expected, the multipartner interfaces
show higher numbers of interactions compared with the
type 1 interfaces.
For example, ferritin protein 1 (PDB accession no.
1eum), which is an iron-binding protein, regulates the
levels, transport, and metabolism of iron ions within a
cell or between a cell and its external environment. This
Table 1. Continued
Cluster ID Members Common Chain Connectivity
652 1ej3AB A 57
1f2kAB A 8
1b33BI B 1
1cnt13 1 10
1dbrAD A 7
1ecxAB A 10
1fqjAC A 30
114 1f95AB B 11
1otfAE E 33
1d5wBC C 16
1aalAB A 5
1aonAO A 11
1auvAB A 8
1bho12 1 2
1dkdAE A 11
1k7lCF C 13
1406 1ai0BD D 2
1flcAF F NA
2rslAB B NA
1g39AB B NA
1gd2HI I NA
1huxAB B NA
280 1azsBC B 1
1c1gAC A 6
1k8kBG B 31
1dfmAB A NA
1esgAB A 12
NA, not applicable (no data found). The second and third
columns show the PDB accession numbers for the members
in these selected clusters, and their common chains, respec-
tively. The fourth column gives the connectivity of the protein
as enumerated in the MINT database.rights reserved
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ferent proteins (http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint/search/
window0.php?swisstrembl_ac=O16453). We could not
find any data for 1c6v. The breast cancer type 1 suscepti-
bility protein from humans, 1jm7, plays a central role
in DNA repair by facilitating cellular response to DNA re-
pair. This protein was found to have 107 interactions
with 44 proteins (http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint/search/
window0.php?swisstrembl_ac=P38398).
A dynein from human (not rat), 1f95, was found to have
11 interactions with 10 proteins. This protein may be in-
volved in some aspects of dynein-related intracellular
transport and motility. It may play a role in changing or
maintaining the spatial distribution of cytoskeletal struc-
tures, binding and inhibiting the catalytic activity of neuro-
nal nitric oxide synthase (http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint/
search/window0.php?swisstrembl_ac=P63167). No data
were found for 1otf, 4-oxalocrotonate tautomerase, and
1d5w, transcriptional regulatory protein Fixj. However, a
homolog of 1otf (Myo10A) is found to have 33 interactions.
Similarly, we looked at other members of this interface
cluster (not shown in Table 1, but listed in Table S5). 1auv,
Synapsin-1, functions as a neuronal phosphoprotein that
coats synaptic vesicles, binds to the cytoskeleton, and
is believed to function in the regulation of neurotransmitter
release. This protein is found to bind to 8 proteins, making
a total of 16 interactions (http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/mint/
search/window0.php?swisstrembl_ac=P17599). Another
member, 1aal (pancreatic trypsin inhibitor precursor),
binds to four proteins, formingfive interactions (http://mint.
bio.uniroma2.it/mint/search/window0.php?swisstrembl_
ac=P00974).
Thus, although not a complete list, the examples dis-
cussed above suggest that our proteins in type 3 inter-
faces function as hub proteins, and are a good source
for understanding molecular recognition mechanisms.
In order to obtain some insight into the distribution of the
connectivity data, we have also inspected the numbers of
the representative proteins of clusters from different inter-
face types that have a connectivity value greater than 5.
Table 2 gives a summary of these values: the total number
of cluster representatives and the number of proteins that
have more than five partners are given in the second and
third columns, respectively. The last column lists the ratio
of values from the third column to those of the second col-
umn. This table shows that type 1 proteins have a similarStructure 15, 34connectivity as indicated in the overall MINT data. On
the other hand, type 3 interfaces display a higher ratio
for the highly connected proteins.
Structurally Conserved Residues
and Areas in the Interfaces
Conservation ratios in the interfaces are calculated by
Equation 2. Previously, our analysis indicated that con-
served residues (‘‘hot spots’’) are not randomly spread
along the protein-protein interfaces; rather, they tend to
be clustered. The assemblies of these hot spots are lo-
cated within densely packed regions. Within an assembly,
the tightly packed hot spots form networks of interactions.
We have named these assembly regions ‘‘hot regions’’
(Keskin et al., 2005a). In addition, and as expected, these
regions contain residues that are moderately conserved.
Conservation in the hot regions is higher than elsewhere
for all interface types. The average conservation scores
are 0.49 ± 0.17, and 0.38 ± 0.18 for type 1 and 3 interfaces,
respectively, in the hot regions. They drop to 0.28 ± 0.10
and 0.24 ± 0.06 outside the regions of interest (Table 3,
last column). Statistics were calculated over 358 type 1
and 367 type 3 protein interfaces, respectively (Table 3,
sixth column). These results indicate the presence of
highly conserved regions, in agreement with the hot region
proposition. They further suggest that there are conserved
interactions in the interfaces, either across the interface or
on one side. As expected, the single-family type 1 inter-
face clusters have higher hot region conservation ratios
Table 2. Number of Proteins with High Connectivity
Protein
Interface Type
Total
Number
Proteins with
>5 Partners Ratio
Type 1 37 8 0.22
Type 2 7 3 0.43
Type 3 52 35 0.67
MINT 27,080 6180 0.23
The second and third columns list the total number of cluster
representatives with connectivity data (cluster representa-
tives without data are not included) and the number of pro-
teins with a connectivity value >5. The last column gives the
ratio of the third column to the second column. Note that in
type 3, not only the representative proteins, but also themem-
ber proteins are considered.Table 3. Physical Characteristics of Interfaces
Protein
Interface Type ASA (A˚2)
Number of
Residues
Gap Volume
Index (A˚) Planarity
Number of
Proteins
CN Hot
Regions (Rest)
CR Hot
Regions (Rest)
Type 1 1967 370 1.98 3.16 358 7.1 (5.8) 0.49 (0.28)
Type 3 1235 390 3.21 2.46 367 7.0 (5.5) 0.38 (0.24)
ASA, Accessible surface area; CN, coordination number; CR, conservation ratio. Numbers presented are averages over the entire
set of type 1 and 3 interface cluster members (the sixth column gives the number of interfaces used in the calculations for the two
types, respectively). A series of average interface parameters (ASA, number of residues in the chains, gap volume index, planarity,
CN, and CR) are calculated in an attempt to quantify some of these factors. In the last two columns, the numbers are for the hot
regions whereas the numbers in the parentheses indicate the CN and CR for the rest of the interface regions.1–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 345
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tion is sequence-wise in each protein family.
Hot Regions Are Highly Packed in the Interfaces
Wehave further analyzed our interface database, compar-
ing residue packing densities around the conserved resi-
dues against the rest of the interfaces. The major non-
bonded forces operating on a protein chain as it folds
into a three-dimensional structure are likely to be the hy-
drophobic effect, packing, and electrostatic interactions.
While the hydrophobic force leads to a compact confor-
mation, it is also nonspecific, and cannot serve as a guide
to a conformationally unique structure. Packing, hydrogen
bonding, and salt bridges are important in determining a
particular fold. Examination of protein-protein interfaces
reveals that similar architectures are also observed at
and around their interacting surfaces, with preservation
of the hydrophobic character, although not to the same
extent (Tsai et al., 1996).
The coordination numbers (CNs) around the conserved
residues are significantly higher than the CNs of the rest of
the interface residues. The average CN of the hot spots is
7.0, decreasing to 5.5 for the rest of the interface (Table 3,
seventh column). The CN of the hot spots is very similar to
the CNs of protein cores (Miyazawa and Jernigan, 1996).
Thus, packing around the conserved residues is signifi-
cantly tighter than in the rest of the interface, indicating
that packing is not homogeneous across the interfaces.
Densely packed regions are expected to be less mobile,
allowing proteins to associate with a smaller entropy pen-
alty from their unbound form. Furthermore, the conserved
residues are not homogeneously distributed in the inter-
faces; rather, they are gathered locally in one or more
hot regions (Keskin et al., 2005a, 2005b).
Physical Properties of the Interfaces
The process of protein-protein recognition involves many
physical factors leading to shape and charge complemen-
tarity. Here, a series of interface parameters (ASA, planar-
ity, polarity, and gap volume index) are studied in an
attempt to quantify some of these factors. The change in
ASA upon complexation, averaged over the two mono-
meric proteins, is used as a measure of the contact area.
The polarity, measured as the percentage of the contact
area that involves polar atoms, provides information about
the hydrophobicity of the complex interface. The planarity
of the interface is measured as the rmsd of the interface
atoms from the least-squares plane fitted through all
interface atoms. A high rmsd denotes a rough or ‘‘bent’’ in-
terface, and may involve monomeric chains that are inter-
twined. The shape complementarity of the interface is
measured by the gap volume index that quantifies the
volume of the gaps existing between the chains.
Multipartner Protein Interfaces Sharing Similar
Folds Are Smaller, Less Packed, and More Planar
Wehave analyzed the size, packing, and shape of themul-
tipartner interfaces (type 3). In order to have a reference
value, we have also calculated the same quantities for
single-family interfaces (type 1) in our database (Keskin346 Structure 15, 341–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd Allet al., 2005a). The change in ASA upon complexation is
used as a measure of the interface contact area. Figure 2
gives the ASA distribution of the interfaces. The dark bars
are for type 1 interfaces, and light gray bars are for type 3.
The ASAs range from 300 to 6000 A˚2. Type 1 interfaces
have amean of 1967 (±1079) A˚2, whereas type 3 interfaces
have a mean of 1235 (±754) A˚2 (Table 3). Thus, type 1 in-
terfaces have considerably larger interface surface areas.
The cumulative number of interfaces (from all clusters)
used in the analyses of type 1 and type 3 calculations
are 358 and 367, respectively. When we look at the num-
ber of residues in the parental chains to which the inter-
faces belong, we observe that type 1 and type 3 interfaces
have a mean of 370 (±235) and 390 (±300) residues, re-
spectively (data not shown). This validates the proposition
that large proteins do not necessarily have large inter-
faces.We have also performed theWilcoxon nonparamet-
ric rank test to see if the difference between medians of
these two data sets is statistically significant. We obtained
a p value of 0.00 (a = 0.05). Therefore, we conclude that
the difference between the two sets of ASAs is statistically
significant. The analyses also indicate that there is no
correlation between the numbers of aligned residues on
one side of the interfaces and the ASA of the interfaces
(a coefficient of 0.09).
In general, interface complementarity is important for
strong binding. An imperfectly complemented interface
suggests the frequent presence of gaps. We have calcu-
lated the gap volume indices for the interfaces. The gap
volume index is defined as the ratio of the gap volume to
the interface ASA, and provides a measure of the good-
ness of the complementarity of the interacting surfaces.
The average gap volume indices are found to be 1.98
and 3.21 for type 1 and 3 interfaces, respectively (Table
3, fourth column), with the ‘‘Protein-Protein Interaction
Server’’ (PPI Server; http://www.biochem.ucl.ac.uk/bsm/
PP/server/). This result suggests that type 1 interfaces are
much more tightly bound, whereas those of type 3 have
abundant gaps and are not optimized in their packing.
Figure 3A displays the distribution of gap volume indices
against ASA. There is a clear trend: as the ASA increases,
the gap volume indices decrease. Thus, with smaller inter-
face size and higher number of gaps, type 3 interfaces are
Figure 2. Distribution of the ASAs of Interfaces for Type 1 and
Type 3
The ASAs (A˚2) of interfaces for type 1 (black bars) and type 3 (gray
bars).rights reserved
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their partners, as opposed to the cases in type 1.
The shapes (whether planar or protruding) of the inter-
faces were also analyzed. The planarity indices were
used for this purpose, and these were obtained from the
PPI Server. In the calculations, the best-fit plane through
the three-dimensional coordinates of the atoms in the in-
terface was obtained by principal component analysis.
The rmsd of the atoms from the plane was calculated
and used as the measure of planarity. The larger the
rmsd value, the less planar the interface, and, conversely,
the smaller the rmsd value, the more planar the interface.
Type 1 and 3 interfaces are found to have planarity indices
of 3.16 (±1.42) and 2.46 (±1.33), respectively (Table 3, fifth
column). Figure 3B displays a plot of the planarities
against the ASAs. The figure shows that there is a high
Figure 3. Distribution of Some Physical Properties of Inter-
faces
(A) Distribution of gap volume index (A˚) versus ASA (A˚2).
(B) Correlation between ASA of interfaces with the planarity of the
interfaces.Structure 15, 34correlation between the planarity of the interfaces and
the ASAs of the interfaces. Furthermore, as the ASAs of
the interfaces increase, they become less planar, deviat-
ing from their principal axes. This might be one way to ob-
tain and optimize large interface surfaces; onemay expect
pockets and cavities that the other protein can fit into in
large interfaces (Li et al., 2004).
Secondary Structure Content
The secondary structures of the interfaces have been as-
signed by PPI Server. The secondary structure definitions
therein (coil, a, b, a/b) are based on the study by Kabsch
and Sander (1983). In our database of protein interfaces,
no coils are observed. The statistics were performed over
all members of the type 3 interfaces (a total of 367 inter-
facemembers). The entire interfaces are used in the calcu-
lations. The results show that 77%of the interfaces in type
3 are helical (Table 4). Type 1 interfaces consist of equal
contributions of helices and strands (38% each), whereas
type 3 interfaces are dominated by helices (77%). The list
of representative proteins and their secondary structure
contents are detailed in Tables S7–S9 for different type
of interfaces. The fact that type 3 interfaces are mostly
formed by a-helical structures suggests that helices are
a convenient way to allow binding of a given binding site
to multiple, different partners. Helices provide a good
binding scaffold, allowing alternate associations with dif-
ferent interactions. A slight shift between associating heli-
ces depending on the side chains may allow optimization.
The relative robustness of helices to such alternate bind-
ings in multipartners may explain their frequent occur-
rence. Extension of b sheets across the interface may
require a more specific, in-register binding, which is not
frequent in three-state complexes. In the work by Jones
and Thornton (1995), the percentages of a, b, a/b, and
coil in the interfaces were found to be 53.1, 21.8, 12.5,
and 12.5, respectively.
Conserved Interactions Are Observed in an Interface
Binding to Several Different Proteins
It is well documented that a given foldmay havemore than
one function. For example, the three-dimensional struc-
tures of yeast YBL036c and bacterial alanine racemase
are similar. Comparisons of the active sites of these two
proteins reveal both the similarities and the important dif-
ferences. Both are bound to pyridoxal phosphate cofactor
in the same orientation. Although many of the interactions
are different, two interactions are conserved: a covalent
linkage to the lysine, and the interaction of nitrogen in
the pyridine ring of the cofactor to the arginine (Figure 4).
Fitzgerald and coworkers (Wang et al., 2006) studied
Table 4. SecondaryStructureContent of the Interfaces
Secondary Structure
Protein Interface Type a (%) b (%) a/b (%)
Type 1 38 38 24
Type 3 77 9 141–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 347
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Similar Binding Sites and Different PartnersFigure 4. Active Sites of Bacterial Alanine Racemase and a Hypothetical Unknown Function Protein Product of Gene YBL036c
Both proteins contain a covalently bound pyridoxal phosphate cofactor (colored red). Although most of the interactions between the cofactor and the
side chains are different in the two proteins, two interactions are conserved: (1) the covalent bond between the lysine residues (Lys39 in 1stf and Lys49
in 1ct5, colored blue) and the cofactor; and (2) the noncovalent interaction with the arginine residues (Arg219 in 1stf and Arg239 in 1ct5, shown in blue)
with the cofactor. Bacterial alanine racemase, PDB accession no. 1sft (left panel); hypothetical unknown function protein product of gene YBL036c,
PDB accession no. 1ct5 (right panel).two sequentially nonhomologous proteins that have simi-
lar structures (Arc repressor and CopG proteins), and re-
ported that five paired, analog, hydrogen bond mutations
at structurally equivalent positions destabilized the indi-
vidual folds to exactly the same degree. Their results sug-
gest that the thermodynamics of backbone-backbone
hydrogen bonding interactions in a protein fold are
conserved.
Here, we address the question of whether the positions
of some residues at the binding sites of different proteins
that share similar binding motifs and bind to several differ-
ent proteins are conserved, irrespective of their overall
shape and binding partners. As expected, these proteins
are not homologous and have different functions, thus
having different sets of conserved residues at their inter-
faces. Still, they are members of the same interface clus-
ter. The question arises as to the principles allowing a
common side of the interface to be bound to different pro-
teins. Which different interfaces can bind to a common
motif, and vice-versa? Figure 5 displays an interface clus-
ter (CL114) with three different protein complexes: PDB
accession nos. 1f95, 1otf, and 1d5w. Their common inter-
faces are on the B, E, and C chains, respectively, as seen
in Figure 5A. The common interface side is highlighted in
cyan. The two chains in each complex are shown in yellow
and magenta. The common interface belongs to the ma-
genta chain. The dark blue residues are the corresponding
conserved residues at each interface. Residues con-
served at their interfaces are found for these proteins by
using CONSURF (Landau et al., 2005). Residues Ala39348 Structure 15, 341–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd Aland His55 are conserved on 1f95B; Ile21 and Glu56 on
1otfE; and Ala90 and Glu100 on 1d5wC. The two con-
served residues on each interface superimpose on each
other, as indicated by dark blue spheres in Figure 5B,
along with the nearby conserved residues C56, V41, and
F101, respectively. We have also investigated the three
partner proteins in these complexes (Figure 5C). In the
1f95AB complex, Ala39 is conserved in chain B (as shown
Figure 5B). It is in contact with the conserved residue
(Phe62) of chain A. Ile21 is conserved in chain E of the 1ot-
fAE complex, and its near neighbor, Phe51, in chain A is
conserved. Similarly, the conserved residue, Ala90, in
chain C of the 1d5wBC complex is in contact with the con-
served residue, Phe101, of chainB. The second set of con-
served residues, His55, Arg40, and Asp100, are in contact
with Glu69, Glu56, and Lys95, respectively. Interestingly,
all the mentioned residues in these three interfaces are
also conserved. Thus, in three protein complexes, the
superimposed common motifs have conserved residues
at similar locations, with conserved interactions. Although
the companion interfacemotifs donot look similar globally,
it is the local similarities that are important in the binding.
In another cluster (CL 499), 1eumAC, 1c6vAX, and
1jm7AB are taken as individual members; their similar
sides (1eumA, 1c6vA, and 1jm7A) were further investi-
gated. Figure 6A displays these three protein complexes
with their common interface side highlighted in cyan. The
two chains in each complex are shown in yellow and ma-
genta. The common interface belongs to the magenta
chain. The red residues are the corresponding conservedl rights reserved
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Similar Binding Sites and Different PartnersFigure 5. An Example from Type 3 Inter-
face Clusters, Cluster ID 114
(A) The proteins are 1f95, 1otf, and 1d5w. Their
common interfaces are shown in cyan, and are
on B, E, and C chains, respectively.
(B) The conserved residues are shown in blue
spheres. Residues Ala39, His55, and Cys56
are conserved on 1f95B; Ile21, Arg40, and
Val41 are conserved on 1otfE; and Ala90,
Glu100, and Phe101 are conserved on 1d5wC.
The three conserved residues on each inter-
face superimpose with each other, as indi-
cated by dark blue spheres.
(C) Detailed representation of three multipart-
ner interfaces and the conserved interactions
across the similar binding region. The com-
plexes are displayed in the same order as in
Figure 5B. The conserved interactions are
displayed and highlighted in the figure.residues at each interface named below. Green residues
are the residues on the other chain of the interface. When
we look at the positions of the conserved residues in these
interfaces, we see that Val124, Thr206, and Val83 are con-
served in three interfaces, respectively. Surprisingly, these
residues are also found to be at the same site on their com-
mon interface fold (i.e., when structurally superimposed,
they are aligned at the same position). In addition, K132,
Q213, and A92 on these three interfaces superimpose on
the common interface motif. Interestingly, these three res-
idues are utilized in hydrogen bond formation across the
interface with residues 63D in 1eumAC, 216K and 217N
in 1cgvAX, and 36H in 1jm7AB, as shown in Figure 6B.
All the mentioned residues are conserved in their respec-
tive functional families.
The Fc fragment of human immunoglobulin G is found to
interact with at least four different natural protein scaffolds
that bind at a common site. This common interface was
also found to bind to several random peptides (DeLano
et al., 2000). We observe a similar story in this example.
Figure 7 shows three complexes in which the Fc fragment
is involved. The complex in Figure 7A is formed between
the Fc fragment and the rheumatoid factor (PDB acces-
sion no. 1adq), whereas Figure 7B shows the complex
with protein G (PDB no. 1fcc), and Figure 7C shows theStructure 15, 34complex with a synthetic peptide (PDB no. 1dn2). The
Fc is displayed as yellow in the figures, whereas rheuma-
toid factor and protein G are purple, and the peptide is
gray. The blue lines show the hydrogen bonds in between
the proteins of the complexes. Table 5 lists the common
hydrogen bonds across the interfaces in these three com-
plexes. The second column lists the residues in the Fc
fragments, whereas columns three, four, and five give
the companion residues in rheumatoid factor, protein G,
and the peptide, respectively. A comparison between
the third through fifth columns shows that there are similar
types of atoms on all polypeptides, and the hydrogen
bonds are formed by similar types of atoms. This is an
indication that the hydrogen bonds are conserved in dif-
ferent protein complexes if they have similar structural
motifs, even if the partner proteins are different. We note
that the residue, Glu380, is not an interface residue in
the first complex, and is not involved in the conserved
hydrogen bond formation.
DISCUSSION
Current belief holds that most proteins are specific in their
choice of a partner, although some have multiple1–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 349
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Similar Binding Sites and Different PartnersFigure 6. An Example from Type 3 Inter-
face Clusters, Cluster ID 499, Showing
Three Complexes
(A) The interacting chains of each complex
are shown in yellow and purple. Their common
interface sides are highlighted in cyan. The
common interface sides belong to the purple
chains. The dark blue residues are the corre-
sponding conserved residues at each inter-
face.
(B) Detailed representation of these three com-
plexes and the conserved interactions across
their similar binding regions. There are two
clusters of interactions as indicated by arrows.
The conserved residues are shown as spheres;
the conserved interactions are displayed and
highlighted in the figure.(competing) binding partners (Aloy et al., 2003, 2004; Ay-
tuna et al., 2005). Here, we studied proteins with structur-
ally similar binding sites that bind to proteins with different
structures and different functions. For this purpose, we
used a nonredundant data set of protein-protein interface
clusters. In each cluster, one side of the protein-protein in-
terfaces is very similar and superimposes well across all
cluster members. On the other hand, the complementary
sides in the interfaces are different.
Here, our focus is on structural conservation in type 3 in-
terfaces. Clusters of type 3 interfaces consist of protein
chains that do not belong to the same family. Overall, their
sequences and their structures are different. Only the350 Structure 15, 341–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd Allstructures of their binding sites are similar. This binding
site similarity is in three dimensions; that is, the order of
the residues in the binding sites between different mem-
bers sharing the same cluster is different. The Geometric
Hashing, a computer, vision-based algorithm, allows de-
tection of such conserved collections of points (atoms)
in three-dimensional space. Next, for each member of
the cluster, to obtain the conserved residues, we used the
corresponding family of eachmember, andmapped these
onto the conserved structural motifs of the cluster. This
allowed us to address questions including whether there
are common binding site motifs, which preferentially use
conserved interactions at similar interface locations,Figure 7. The Conserved Hydrogen
Bonds in Three Complexes
The common side is from Fc fragment (yellow).
The complexeswith rheumatoid factor (A), pro-
tein G (B), and a synthetic peptide (C) are dis-
played. Only some portions of the Fc fragment
and its partners in the figures are shown to
guide the eye. The residues involved in con-
served hydrogen bonding are labeled in the
three structures. Conserved hydrogen bonds
are shown with blue lines.rights reserved
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Similar Binding Sites and Different PartnersTable 5. List of Common Hydrogen Bonds in the Fc Fragment with Three Different Partners: Rheumatoid Factor,
Protein G, and a Peptide
Common Hydrogen
Bond No. Atom in Fc Fragment Atom in the Rheumatoid Factor Atom in Protein G Atom in the Peptide
1 ILE 253.A N TYR 98.H O GLU 27.C OE2 VAL 10.E O
2 SER 254.A OG ASP 31.H OD1 GLU 27.C OE1 GLU 8.E OE1
3 GLU 380.A OE1 — LYS 28.C NZ HIS 5.E NE2
4 ASN 434.A ND2 ARG 96.H O ASN 35.C OD1 ASP 1.E OD2
The second column gives the identity of the atoms involved in hydrogen bonds in the Fc fragment. The third, fourth, and fifth col-
umns list the atoms in the partner proteins (i.e., the rheumatoid factor [PDB accession no. 1adq], the protein G [PDB accession no.
1fcc], and the synthetic peptide [PDB accession no. 1dn2], respectively). ILE 253.ANmeans that the atom is a nitrogen and belongs
to an Ile, residue 253 on chain A of the protein.despite the different partners and the differences in the
global structures of the proteins. Our studies complement
those of Lichtarge and coworkers (Madabushi et al., 2002;
Res and Lichtarge 2005; Mihalek et al., 2006), which focus
on the functional roles of residue conservation in families
of proteins, where there is a global structural similarity
and residue-order retention.
We investigated the data set of interfaces with the goal
of obtaining clues to a couple of questions: To what extent
can binding sites be different from each other and still bind
essentially to the same site? And, what drives a less-spe-
cific association? Interestingly, analysis of the interfaces
reveals that, when proteins with common interface motifs
bind to other proteins, they prefer to use conserved inter-
actions at similar locations of their interfacemotifs.We fur-
ther observed that interfaces are not homogeneously
packed; rather, there are some hot regions with high local
packing density. Conserved residues are preferentially
located in such highly packed interface regions. A few of
the conserved residues on the surface of these proteins
may act as key residues for driving the association. These
conserved residues are densely packed compared to the
rest of the interface residues, and form a network among
themselves (Rajamani et al., 2004). Furthermore, these
conserved residues are involved in forming a network of
interactions.When comparedwith permanent complexes,
these multipartner interfaces are conserved to a lower
degree. In addition, these interfaces are smaller than other
interface types, as measured by the ASA, and they are
more planar. We also found that these interfaces preferen-
tially consist of a helices. Helices appear as the major
vehicle through which similar binding sites are able to
bind different partners. Helices at multipartner binding
sites allow alternate, variable ways to achieve favorable
binding, depending on the side chain identities. They allow
more dynamics in the optimization of the helical associa-
tions as compared to extension of b sheets. It appears
that imperfect packing, probably with frequent bridging
water molecules mediating the polar interactions, charac-
terizes such binding sites. The smaller sizes of these inter-
faces also make these proteins easier to fit.
Detailed investigation of protein interaction maps or da-
tabases reveals that not all proteins have the same degreeStructure 15, 3of connectivity. Grigoriev (2003) found that, on average,
there are about five interacting partners per protein in the
proteome of the yeast, S. cerevisiae. While this number
gives the mean connectivity, the connectivity distribution
follows a power law. Some proteins are edge proteins
with fewer interactions, whereas others are hub proteins
that can bind to a large number of proteins. Beckett
(2004) discusses a case in which the same binding site is
used to bind many partners. She reviews four transcrip-
tional regulator proteins, each of which possesses at least
one additional function: biotin repressor, DCoH, b-catenin,
Rep protein, and biotin repressor. These proteins can uti-
lize the same surface to form alternative interactions and
take advantageofmolecularmimicry andplasticity in com-
plex formation in order to switch their functions. These
multipartner proteins are involved in regulatory processes.
This is also in agreement with the study by Dandekar and
coworkers, who found that apparently novel shared pro-
teins appear primarily as regulatory links in cellular pro-
cesses (Krause et al., 2004). Examples that are discussed
in this paper focus on their common interface, which is
used to bind to different proteins, suggesting that they
are multipartner (or shared) proteins. Proteins with such
a capabilitymay act as hub proteins. Identification of these
proteins can give insights into what distinguishes hub
proteins from edge proteins.
To conclude, our analysis reveals that, when proteins
with common interface motifs bind to other proteins,
they preferentially use conserved interactions at similar lo-
cations of their interface motifs. A few of the conserved
residues on the surface of these proteins may act as key
residues for driving the association. These conserved res-
idues are densely packed compared to the rest of the in-
terface residues and form a network among them. These
findings are important in predicting ‘‘date hub’’ proteins,
if we assume that ‘‘date hubs’’ are proteins with binding
sites capable of transient binding to multiple partners.
Analysis of the connectivity of our type 3 proteins illus-
trates that they have higher numbers of interactions with
other proteins (13) compared to the average connectivity
of proteins in yeast (5). This is a strong indication that
our type 3 proteins are similar to the date hub proteins.
Han et al. (1994) suggest that date hubs organize the41–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 351
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Similar Binding Sites and Different Partnersproteome, connecting biological processes to each other,
whereas party hubs function inside modules.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The Data Set and Interfaces
A two-chain protein interface in our definition consists of interacting
residues and nearby residues. If the distance between any two atoms
between residues from two chains is less than their sum of van der
Waals radii plus 0.5 A˚, both residueswere registered as interacting res-
idues. If the number of assigned interface residues, including both the
contacting and nearby, is less than 10, an arbitrary but reasonable
number to reflect the minimum requirement of contact, the interface
was considered a result of crystal packing force, and was not used.
A residue is defined to be nearby if the distance between its Ca atom
and a Ca atom of any contacting residue is less than 6 A˚. Nearby res-
idues are important in clustering, since they provide the scaffolding of
the interfaces. Applying these criteria to all multichain PDB entries
(Keskin et al., 2004) led to 20,000 interfaces. A heuristic, iterative
clustering procedure was used. Before clustering, comparison of the
structures of the interfaces by the Geometric Hashing algorithm was
performed. Details of the algorithm were given by Tsai et al. (1996)
and by Nussinov and Wolfson (1991). The algorithm uses the Ca coor-
dinates of the interface residues, both contacting and nearby. No con-
nectivity among these Ca points is taken into account in the matching.
The algorithm has three consecutive steps: (1) Hash table construc-
tion, used to find the local similarities between two sets of points; (2)
voting, carried out to compare the two structures; and (3) the extension
step, used to find the best global alignment, starting with the best local
alignment obtained in the previous step. This is an iterative process.
The interfaces are superimposed, and a new list of matching pairs is
reassigned, with the distance between every matched pair below
a threshold (here 2.5 A˚). In the clustering, we have adopted a heuristic
iterative procedure. At each iteration cycle, the similarity definition is
gradually relaxed. This yields a hierarchy of grouping of clusters with
different similarity thresholds. In the first phase of iteration, the first en-
try in the initial list of interfaces forms a new cluster. The next interface
in the list is compared to the first. If the similarity between them is
above a predefined threshold, the second is added to the cluster of
the first; if not, it forms a new cluster. Next, the third interface is com-
pared with the clusters already formed. This procedure is repeated un-
til all structures are assigned to clusters. The clustering resulted in
3799 clusters after 6 iterations. Complete sequences within each clus-
ter were compared by using CLUSTALW (Higgins et al., 1994) and the
BLOSSUM90 substitution matrix (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992). If both
constituent proteins that form the interface share more than 50%
similarity with another pair of proteins in the same cluster, one of the
interfaces was eliminated. Clusters with less than 5 members were re-
moved, leading to 103 clusters. A detailed description of the procedure
of the clustering and division of interfaces into three different types
is provided in the Supplemental Data (Supplemental Experimental
Procedures, Tables S1–S5). These 103 clusters, together with the
complete list of clusters, are available at http://gordion.hpc.eng.ku.
edu.tr/prism/ and at http://gordion.hpc.eng.ku.edu.tr/prism/browse.
php?startID=0.
Division of the Clusters into Types
Wedivide the 103 clusters into three types. Thedivision is carried out as
follows. First, we compare the structures of the parent chains of all
members of the cluster by using the SCOP database (Murzin et al.,
1995). If the global structures are similar, the cluster is labeled as
type 1. A total of 43 clusters fall into this type 1 category. If the global
structures are different (i.e., their fold classifications are different ac-
cording to the SCOP database), the cluster is labeled as type 2. A total
of 13 clusters fall into the type 2 category (Keskin and Nussinov, 2005).
If, in the structural alignment, cluster members have superposition only
with one side of their interfaces, and the second complementary side352 Structure 15, 341–354, March 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd Alldoes not, the cluster is classified as type 3. A total of 47 clusters are
identified as type 3. In this type, the global folds also differ.We analyzed
the functions of all cluster members for all cluster types and found that,
in type 1 clusters, the functions of all members are similar. In type 2, the
cluster members may have different functions. In type 3, the functions
are also different across the cluster. Tables S5 enumerates all clusters
and their GO annotations (Camon et al., 2003) for type 3. We have
included the list of type 1 and 2 clusters in the Supplemental Data.
Figure 1 illustrates some examples from the different types. Fig-
ure 1A provides an example of type 1 clusters, which are homologous
complexes. Figure 1B presents structures of two proteins for type 2.
Here, the proteins belong to two different SCOP families in the same
interface cluster, clearly showing that the global structures are differ-
ent. Figure 1C illustrates type-3 interfaces, which share a common
structure on one side of their interfaces. Members of a cluster of this
type are not homologous, and have different GO annotations (as listed
in Table S5). Furthermore, all members (358 proteins, 716 chains) of
type-1 clusters are compared with all members (367 proteins, 734
chains) of type-3 clusters. The results reveal that only 35 (out of 734)
chains from type 3 are similar to 7 chains (out of 716) from type 1.
The sequence alignments were carried out by using CLUSTALW with
the BLOSSUM90 matrix. The threshold score was chosen as 50%.
The list of similar proteins is provided in Table S6.
Hot Spot Propensities and Hot Region Definition
The propensity of residue i to be conserved (Pi*) in the interface is
calculated by:
Pi =

ni =N

i
ðn=NÞ; (1)
where ni* is the number of conserved residues of type i at the interface,
Ni* is the number of residues of type i in the chains, n is the number of
conserved residues at the interfaces, and N is the total number of res-
idues in the chains. MultiProt was used to align the interface cluster
members (Shatsky et al., 2004; Keskin et al., 2005a). The conservation
of a residue is calculated by the ratio of residue i to be in a specific
position in the structural alignment of the cluster members as
ConservationRatioi =
Pm
1 di
m
; (2)
wherem is the number of members in the aligned interface cluster, di is
1 if residue i exists at the specific conserved position, and zero other-
wise. If the ratio is higher than a threshold value (0.5), we define the res-
idue as a ‘‘conserved residue,’’ and count the number of conserved
residues over the clusters. Conservation scores are calculated as the
summation of conservation ratios for all residues normalized by the
number of residues in the interfaces. The scores would range from
0 to 1, where the lower and upper limits would mean that none of the
residues are conserved and all are conserved, respectively.
Packing in the Interfaces
We have investigated the number of nonbonded neighbors (CN)
around each residue where the residues are represented by their Ca
atom positions. We define a cutoff distance of 6.5 A˚ around each res-
idue (the first coordination shell). Residues whose Ca atoms are closer
than the cutoff are defined to be neighbors. Close neighbors along the
chain (i.e., the ith, i  1th, and i + 1th residues) are not summed in the
calculations. Thus, a contact between ith and jth residues is defined
using
Contacti; j = 0 if ji jj%1; Contacti; j = 1 if ji jj> 1 and di; j%6:5A; (3)
where di,j is the distance between two C
a atoms of the ith and jth res-
idues (Miyazawa and Jernigan, 1996). The CN of a residue, i (number of
residues around it), is calculated by
CNi =
Xres
j = 1
Contacti; j ; (4)rights reserved
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Similar Binding Sites and Different Partnerswhere res is the number of residues in the protein chains. Since inter-
face residues have neighbors both from their own chain and the com-
plementary chain, we count the neighbors from both chains.
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data are available online at http://www.structure.org/
cgi/content/full/15/3/341/DC1/.
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